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SRI CHANDRASEKHARENDRA SARASWATHI GNANA PEETAM 

               ...Spreading Love and Light 

 
Founder’s Message - ఆధ్యాత్మిక పురోగత్మ  

 
నేటి యాాంత్రిక మానవ జీవితాంలో అాందరు ఆరోగ్యపరమ ైన ప్రిముఖ్యతను గ్ుర్తాంచి, నడక, వ్రయయామాం, యోగ్ాం, ఇతరక్రయిల 
ప్రటును అతయాంత జాగ్తిత గర ప్రటిస్ుత ననారు. దీనితో ప్రటు మానవులలో సరత్రికఆహార చిాంతన కూడ బాగర పెర్గ్ాంది.  
నడక, వ్రయయామాం , యోగ్ాం, ఆస్ననలు శరరీరక శ్మి కలిగ్ాంచి, శరరీరకాంగర మనలిా పటిష్ఠ  పరుసరత యి. దననిక్ర స్ర్పడే సరత్రిక 
ఆహారరనిా తీస్ుక్ ాంటే శరరీరక స్మతులయత పెరుగ్ుతుాంది. మితనహారాం, ఎకుువగర మసరలాలు, ఇతర పదనరరా లు లేని ఆహారాం 
తీస్ుక్ోవడాం చనలా మాంచిది.  
మన  ఆధ్నయత్రికత యొకు ప్రిముఖ్యత రోజు రోజుకూ తగ్ి పో్ తోాంది ద ైవ చిాంతన,తగ్ుి తోాంది. క్రరణాం స్మయాం లేకపో్ వడాం 
(లేదన) స్మయప్రలన స్ర్గరి  చేయలేకప్ో వడాం.  మనాం 'స్ి'చిాంతన నుాండి 'సరిమి' చిాంతనకు మార్తే క్రలకమేిణ ఆ 
పరమచ ైతనయ ఉనిక్రని గ్ుర్తాంచవచుు 
 ఈ ఆధ్నయత్రిక పకి్రయిను మన పాండుగ్లు, స్ాంపదినయాలను ఆచర్ాంచడాం వలన  అలవ్రటు చేస్ుక్ోవచుు.  శరరీరక శ్మితో 
ప్రటు, ఆధ్నయత్రిక శ్మి అాంటారు.. ఈ ఆధ్నయత్రిక పగి్త్ర ననలుగ్ు రక్రలుగర ఉాంటుాంది. పూజ, ఆతి 
విమరశ  ఆతివలోకనాం,ధ్నయనాం, అధ్యయనాం.  
పూజ (జపాం): ఒక మాంతనినిాపదే పదే ఉచుర్ాంచడాం, అలాగే బాహ్య పూజ చేయడాం.  
ఆతివలోకనాం: ఇాందులో మనలోని చ ైతననయనిా త లుస్ుక్ నే పయితాాం చేయడాం.  
ధ్నయనాం : ధ్నయనాంతో ఆతి విమరశ చేస్ుక్ోవడాం.  
అధ్యయనాం: మన స్ాంస్ుృత్ర స్ాంపదినయాలను త లుస్ుక్ోవడాం. ఇత్రహాస్,పురరణనలను ప్రటిాంచడాం ఇతనయది వలల  మనలో 
జాా నాం  ఆధ్నయత్రిక  తోడపడుతుాంది.  
మనిషిక్ర శరరీరక, వృత్రత పరమ ైన పురోగ్తతో ప్రటు, ఆధ్నయత్రిక పురోగ్త్ర కూడన ముఖ్యమ ైనది అని ననభావన.  
        

                    --------------------------------- వస్ుధ్ ైవ కుటుాంబకాం ----------------------- 

Harihi Om 

Founder & President 

HK. Madhusudan Rao. 
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 Guru Bhakthi - by (Sri Jayendra Sarasvathi Swamigal) 

It is said that Guru(preceptor) is greater than God, devotion to preceptor is more meritorious than that to God. If 
we ask why, the answer is that God has not been seen by any one, But the preceptor is present here and now be-
fore us. If a Preceptor who is immaculate and pure, full of wisdom and steadiness of vision completely free from 
weakness, were available to us, the mental peace in search of which we pray to God is at our reach by devotion 
to the preceptor. Hence it is declared 

"Gurur - Brahma  

Gurur - Vishnuh  

Guru -devo Maheswarah  

Gurur - sakshat Param Brahma  

Tasmai Sri Gurave namah 

The Preceptor is Brahma, Vishnu, is the God Maheswara, 
is verily Brahma itself. Salutation to such a Preceptor 

In this verse it is to be noted that total identity between the Preceptor and Brahman reality is declared. Inci-
dentally, since in this verse both Siva and Vishnu are clubbed together, if we prostrate before the preceptor ut-
tering this verse we will get the sense of the identity of Siva and Vishnu. 

God performs the works like creating and protecting the world. But the preceptor does not have these responsi-
bilities. God has an 'office' while the Preceptor does not have one. is much easier to get things done by the grace 
of the preceptor than by the officer God whom we will have to disturb. 

Whatever great and auspicious qualities God possesses, the Preceptor also has, namely, blem-ishless purity, 
truth, devoid of deceit or dissimulation, complete control of the senses, infinite compassion and wisdom. The on-
ly difference is that we are able to see the Preceptor by our eyes, while God is invisible. Hence if we begin to de-
velop devotion to the preceptor clinging to his holy feet we will gain with ease all the benefits that we expect 
from God with effort. That is why our elders said that devotion to Preceptor is superior in its effects than that to 
God. 

However we should not forget to practice devotion to god, because we are led to the presence and proximity of 
the Preceptor only by God. if the grace of God were not operating, how could one get near the Preceptor at all? 

Acharya Sankara has stated in the beginning of the Vivekachudamani that three things are hard to obtain with-
out God's Grace. They are(1) birth as a human being, (2) desire to know the truth and to get liberated and (3) the 
attainment of holy Preceptor. 

"Durlabham trayameva etat devanugraha - hetukam  

manushyatvam mudmukshutvam-purusha-samsargah" 
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For all people at all ages, the Preceptor is one only. He is Dakshinamurthy. 

"Sa purvesham api guruh  

Kaalena-anavacchedaat." 

How could true knowledge have been transmitted to one Preceptor except through Preceptor of that Preceptor 
except through Preceptor of that Preceptor and so on? If we thus trace the line or Preceptor backwards, God 
Himself ultimately will become the First preceptor to his first disciple. That is why we are told not to forget God. 

Sometimes this matter is stated in a different way. If instead of speaking of God and Preceptor as two different 
persons, if we treat them as one and the same and assume that God has appeared in the form of a Preceptor, we 
need not practice two-fold devotion separately as devotion to the Preceptor. we can consider God Himself as the 
preceptor and surrender to Him totally. He will save us by His grace through the preceptor in human form who 
after all is only His manifestation. hence we are taught even at the very outset that the preceptor is the basis of 
trinity of God viz. Brahma, Vishnu and Siva. 

"Gurur - Brahma  

Gurur - Vishnuh  

Gurur - Devo Maheswarah  

Gururs - Sakshat Param Brahma  

Tasmai Sri Gurave namah 

The meaning of the above verse is used sometimes to be explained more tastefully with reference to Sage Vyasa 
who is the most important of all the teachers of the Brahma-vidya. 

"acatur-vadano brahmaa, dvibaahur-aparo-harih;  

Aphaalalocanah sambhuh, bhagavaan baadaraayanah." 

'Baadaraayana' is another name of Vyasa. He is Brahmaa without four faces. He is Vishnu with only two hands; 
He is Siva without the eye on the forehead. Such is the greatness of Vyasa-Baadadraayana. 

There is no one greater than the preceptor. We should have full faith in him. It should be genuine faith. if we 
have faith that God himself has appeared in the preceptor's form, then even God is not necessary. This faith and 
the devotion that we nourish towards Him, will of themselves redeem us. 

For the Vaishnava, devotion to Preceptor is the most important and primary. 

If we commit and offence against God, there is no need to seeking pardon from God himself. It is enough if the 
Preceptor pardoned us. God's anger will at once be appeased. On the contrary, if one offends the preceptor, and 
seeks pardon from God, nothing would happen. God himself would tell him that He is helpless in the matter. he 
will ask us to get the pardon from the preceptor alone. 
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The Preceptor can intercede on behalf of the disciple and recommend to God to pardon the sinner. God will 
never disregard this recommendation. If, on the contrary, the preceptor is sinned against there could be none 
to protect the sinner. There is a verse which tells us this. 

"Gurur-pitaa, gurur-maataa, guru-daivam, guru-gatih,  

Sive-rysgte gurustraataa, gurur rushte na kascana. 

That is why the scriptures enjoin the devotion to the preceptor. If a Preceptor, perfect in all respects is not 
available, one has to take to some Preceptor as a spiritual guide even though he is of a grade less and practice 
devotion to him and through him to God. 

No benefit accrues to God or Guru by our devotion to them. The great benefit is only ours. What is that? 

We have impurities and are fickle-minded. We are not able to fix the mind in one point even for a second. On-
ly when we set our thought on one who is ever pure, is full of wisdom, is constant and inflexible like a dried 
wood, that state of immutability will be won by us also. We will be-
come the same as He. The object of our thought need not necessari-
ly be God. It may be any object or any person whom we consider to 
be possessed of such spiritual qualities as those of a Preceptor. We 
will become one with Him. Only when the mind stops to wander, 
self will shine forth. That is, we will know our true nature of bliss. 
Devotion to Guru or God is indispensable for the restraint of the 
mind. 

In the Chandogya Upanishad itself it is declared that only by the 
grace of the Guru true knowledge is possible. It says "aacaaryavaan purusho veda" (only one who has a Precep-
tor, gains true knowledge). 

It puts the idea in the form of short story. 

A man belonging to Gandhara (now known as Kandahar) was kidnapped by some dacoits and was abandoned 
blindfold in a forest. what will be his predicament? How could he return to his country not knowing where he 
was? 

Similar is the case with us. Maya, the deluding power, has left us blindfold in the world. In the above story, 
some wayfarer happens to come on the way in the forest. He removes the blind and instructs him on the way 
back to Gandhara. The poor man follows the instructions and reaches his place. 

Similarly, we are now blinded by ignorance and can, following the instruction of the Preceptor, get our igno-
rance removed and attain release. This is the parable in the Chandogya Upanishad. 

Sri Sankara Bhagavatpada, renowned as the world teacher (Jagadguru), sings the praise of the Guru every-
where. He asked "What if one has all the glories? What is the use of it all if his mind is not bound to the lotus 
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feet of the Preceptor?" He asks "what if?" not once, but repeatedly. In the poem Gurdvashtakam (consisting of 
eight verses), he asks as a refrain at the end of every line "What if" in all the 32 lines. 

And also in the teaching just on the eve of his casting off the mortal coils he commands; "Take to a Preceptor who 
is a savant and is pure. Then do service at his holy feet every day. Seek the instruction on Brahman, symbolised in 
the single syllable Om! Listen to the Mahavaakyas of Upanishads!" 

"Sad-vidvan upasrpyatam pratidinam  

tatpadukaa sevyatam brahmaika akasaram  

arthyatam srutisriri-vaakyam samaakarnyataam." 

There is no parallel to the Guru. He may be compared a philosopher's stone which turns the base metal into gold. 
But even this comparison is not Quite correct because the philosopher's stone turns base metal only into gold. it 
does not transform that metal into another philosopher's stone. But the Preceptor turns even the dullard into a 
wise sage like him. 

When we look at the line of the Preceptors one by one, and our Paramacharya, the doubt deepens whether there 
could be any one comparable to him. We should contemplate on the Paramacharya not merely as a God walking 
amidst us but the Supreme non-dual Brahman who is beyond all difference and determinations. 

Narayana Narayana.                     

 
 .   

Sloka from Bhagavad Gita (1.9) 

 

अन्ये च बहवः शूरा मदरे्थ त्यक्तजीववताः।      anye cha bahavah shooraa madarthe tyaktajeevitaah । 

नानाशस्त्रप्रहरणाः सवे युद्धववशारदाः।।1.9।।    naanaashastrapraharanaah sarve yuddhavishaaradaah  ।।1.9|| 

 

Meaning:  

Many other heroes also, well-skilled in warfare and armed with many 
kinds of weapons are here ready to lay down their lives for my sake. 
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Paramacharya’s Call -  Why only in this Country (Hindu Dharma)  

 The question arises: "What about countries other than India? And what 
about the religions practised there? They do not have a system of jatis nor do 
they have in force any division of labour based on heredity. Why should we 
alone have such an arrangement? . " 

It will be conceded that even such countries as do not have any social divi-
sion based on vocations have produced wise men who have contributed to 
the growth of knowledge and statesmen, administrators, agriculturists, trad-
ers and labourers. But if you look at the matter impartially- and not neces-
sarily as a proud patriot-you will realise that no other country has had such 
a great civilization as we have had. It is true that great civilizations flour-
ished in other lands too, but they did not last thousands of years like ours. To 
say this is not to blow our own trumpet. From the time of Alexander until today-when we seem to have fallen 
into an abyss from the heights of glory-foreigners have been filled with wonder for the Hindu civilization. 

Other countries, it is true, have given birth to great men, to men of God, to philanthropists, to men of sacrifice. 
But if you take a census of all nations, you will see that no other nation would have given birth, generations after 
generation for thousands of years in an uninterrupted manner, to such a large number of great men, saintly 
men, wise men, philosophers, devotees and philanthropists. They will outnumber all such men produced in other 
countries put together. Foreigners refer to India as the "land of saints", as the "land of sages". They express their 
profound admiration for our Vedanta, for our metaphysics, and all our ancient works. 

The whole world acknowledge our unparalleled contributions to art, sculpture, music, poetry, astronomy, medi-
cine. It never ceases to wonder at our great works of philosophy and literature like the Upanishads, the Bhaga-
vad-Gita, the Ramayana, the Sakuntalam, etc. Scholars abroad are of the opinion that there are hardly any devo-
tional works outside India like the Tamil Tevaram and Divyaprabandham. They note the Kural, in the same lan-
guage, to be an astonishingly profound and lucid ethical work that is yet so brief. Foreigners come to our land, 
leaving their home and hearth, to find out all about our gopurams, our sculptures, our dances like Bha-
ratanatyam all of which have cast a spell over them. Europeans enslaves us, ascribed all kinds of faults to us and 
held us in bondage with their policy of divide and rule. But, all the same, out of admiration for our culture they 
have sought out our sastras, our ancient texts, conducted research into them and translated them into their own 
languages. 

To what special factors are we to attribute the existence of such a great and unique civilization? In looking for 
an answer you will discover that there was something in our social structure that was not shared by other coun-
tries, that is varna dharma. According to our reformers all our ills are due to the caste system. But it is this land 
with this unique system - varnasrama - that has excelled all other nations in metaphysics, in the arts, in social 
values and in wisdom. Stability in society and peace go hand in hand. Without them, without an atmosphere 
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conducive to creative work, no arts, no philosophy, no culture could have flourished generation after generation. 
Philosophers and sages and geniuses in the field of arts would not have otherwise been thrown up in such amaz-
ingly large numbers. 

The religions that governed life in other countries did not evolve a social structure capable of creating this kind 
of stability. One might say that the question of creating a sociological foundation was overlooked in them. They 
did not lay down rules for orderly social life and had but general interdictions and injunctions like "Do not steal"; 
"Do not tell lies"; "Do not commit adultery"; "Live a life of sacrifice". In Buddhism and Christianity the institution-
alized system is meant only for the monks. Unlike in Hinduism in none of these religions was attention directed 
towards weaving together the entire society into a fabric in which one member formed a support to another. 

One does nod deny that there was scientific advancement in other nations. they had a system of defence and they 
carried on trade and commerce. But the spirit of rivalry vitiated all walks of life in these lands. No community 
had an occupation entirely to itself. Everyone could compete with everyone else for every kind of job. In our 
country people had their own hereditary calling and they were assured of their livelihood. This meant peace and 
stability in society. We must remember that it was because our people were bound together in their unique var-
na system that they excelled in culture and character, not to mention the fact 
the stability afforded by the system facilitated the birth of countless numbers of 
individuals who exemplified all that is noble in mankind. In contrast, in the 
absence of a similar institution, jealousy and rivalry became disturbing factors 
in the life of other countries. 

Our nation should have witnessed many a revolution if, as claimed by our so-
cial reformers, the people were kept suppressed in the varna system. However, 
the term "social revolution" was new to us until recently. It is only after reading 
a about the French Revolution, the American Revolution and the Soviet Revolu-
tion that we have known that compulsions would arise for great masses of peo-
ple to be plunged in unrest. The common people in other countries were again 
and again involved thus in revolutionary movements. But we note- and this is important - that no revolution has 
achieved anything of permanent value. If there is an upsurge today there is another fifty or a hundred years lat-
er. we have to conclude from this that people abroad have remained discontented most of the time. 

Today's situation is all too obvious to be stated. The whole world is in turmoil. Indiscipline, strikes, social upsets 
and savage orgies of violence have become the order of the day. It is only in a country like the Soviet Union 
where there is a dictatorship that comes down heavily on those who voice any opposition to it that there is hard-
ly any unrest. However, it is said that the volcano of unrest might erupt any time there. Now and then an intel-
lectual or writer escapes from that land to tell us about the tyranny from which people suffer there. Obviously in 
the Soviet Union too people are not happy and contented. 
India has seldom had an autocracy or dictatorship of this type. It would not have taken the strides it did in the 
sciences and arts had it been a slave country or a country ruled by despots. people here never lamented before 
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others that they were kept suppressed. All our works of knowledge and wisdom, all our arts and all our temples 
would not have been possible if the mind was not enabled to unfold itself in an atmosphere of freedom. It would 
also be preposterous to suggest that a majority of the common people were victims of superstition and delusion 
and lived in fear of witchcraft. You could speak thus of the tribes living in the forests of Africa or South America. 
In these places the priest was like a king. He would be fearsome even to look at and he was able to impress his 
tribesmen that he could do anything with his utterances(his mantra- like formulae). He had also the power to 
punish people. Such was not the case in our country. People here were fairly knowledgeable irrespective of the 
jatis to which they belonged and they were devoted and advances in matters pertaining to the Self. 

If you go through the Puranas(including the Tamil Periaypuranam) You will learn that there were great men in 
all jatis. Imperial rulers like Chandragupta and ministers like Sekkizhar belonged to the fourth varna. Our priests 
had no authority to punish anyone, According to the canonical texts the priest must be a man of spotless charac-
ter and, if he commits a wrong, he must punish himself. If a white man happens to come into physical contact 
with a black man, the latter is taken to task. But if a priest in our country comes into similar contact with an un-
touchable, it is he (the priest) who is enjoined to have a bath. Let us leave aside for the moment the question of 
untouchability. The point to note is that it was not by inspiring fear, by the threat of punishment or by suppres-
sion, that such customs were practised. a civilization like ours that is glorified all over the world could not have 
flourished if some sections of the people were suppressed or were victims of deception. it is only when the dhar-
masastras are advantageous to all that there will be no cause for any section of the people to revolt. 

When the ancient varna system was in force, our civilization grew steadily without giving any cause for revolt or 
discontent among the people. But, that apart, look at the state of India after it broke with the old system of divi-
sion of labour and took to the new path adopted by other countries on the pretext of "progress" and "equality". 
Everywhere you se immorality, dishonesty, corruption and prostitution. Agitations, strikes, demonstrations, har-
tals, curfew, etc, have become the order of the day. Is it not obvious from this that there is much discontent 
among the people? In matters of trade we have come to such a pass that we are the target of attack and ridicule 
of other nations for our dishonest practices. The time is past when everyone had 
nothing but praise for India. Even a small country like Pakistan drags us into 
war. Does this not show that our spiritual strength has diminished so much? 

How did we lose our inner vitality? By giving up what have we become weak? 
What was it that nurtured our civilization and kept it growing for thousands of 
years? By parting with what have we descended so low as to be ashamed of call-
ing ourselves heirs to this civilization? The fact is that, so long as we practised 
varna dharma that is unique to our country, our civilization stood like a rock 
arousing the admiration of all the world. But after this dharma began to decline 
we have been on the descent day by day. 

Why should this country alone practise varna dharma? Because this dharma is necessary if we want to sustain a 
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civilization that can promote the growth of philosophy, nourish our arts and culture, inspire us more and more 
in our inward search and help us in the realization of Godhead. If the varna system, is followed at least in this 
country, it will be an example to the rest of the world. 

If there is not varna dharma, it means at once the growth of social disharmony, the rise of jealousies and discon-
tent among the people. Men will compete with one another for the jobs they like or are convenient to them. 
There will be competition for education on the same lines. Since all will not succeed in their efforts or in their 
desire or ambition being satisfied, the result will be hatred and resentment everywhere. Look at what is happen-
ing now in India. When educated unemployment is on the increase, it is suggested that admissions to colleges 
must be restricted, that there are too many engineers already in the country and that some engineering colleges 
must be closed down. Here we see that the theory of throwing open everything to everybody does not work; im-
posing some restriction on people is seen to be inevitable. In the old days a man's work, whatever it was, became 
second nature to him and he had a sense of pride in it as an "asset", legacy that had come to him from his forefa-
thers, indeed a prized family "possession". He also did his job efficiently and sincerely. Money was a secondary 
consideration then. Since everything was done on the basis of trust and with a high degree of personal involve-
ment - the worker was always conscious that he was doing his work- there were no problems. The whole society 
prospered. 

No civilization can flourish in the absence of a system that brings fulfilment to all. Varna dharma brought fulfil-
ment and satisfaction to all. 

Is it possible to bring Varna dharma back to life? Whether we fail in during all we can in reviving the system or 
whether we abandon our efforts finding them to be futile, we must at least recognise that it is this system that 
our thousands of years brought well-being to all communities of our religion and to our country and throughout 
them to the whole world outside. Again, we must at least have the good sense not to find fault with such a sys-
tem. 

Paramacharya’s —  The Least Expected of Brahmins 

Whether or not the present Hindu society changes and whether or not it can be 
changed, it is essential to have a class of people whose very life-breath is Vedic 
learning. I do not speak thus because I am worried about the existence of a caste 
called Brahmins. Nothing is to be gained if there is such a caste and it serves only its 
own selfish interests. If a caste called Brahmins must exist, it must be for the good of 
mankind. The purpose of the Vedas, the purpose of the sound of the Vedas, is the 
well-being of the world. That is the reason why I feel that, hereafter at lease, there 
ought not to be even a single Brahmin who does not chant the Vedas. The only rem-
edy for all the ills of the worlds, all its troubles is the return of all Brahmins to the 
Vedic dharma. 
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In this context I should like to tell you the least expected of Brahmins. I am prepared to ignore that they have 
neither the courage nor the spirit of sacrifice to come back to their dharma. But they can at least make their chil-
dren take to it. In the next generation there must not be a single Brahmin who is not conversant with the Vedas. 
You must work for this goal and make sure that your sons learn these sacred texts. 

If you are averse to making your sons mere Vaidikas and are anxious that they should lead a life of comfort like 
you( what you think to be a life of comfort), I am prepared to come one step further down to make the following 
suggestion. You would not perhaps like your children to take up Vedic learning as a lifelong vocation and would 
like to give them an education on modern lines so as to prepare them for office or factory work or to make them 
doctors, engineers, and so on. I am prepared to go with you so far. But I would ask you to perform 
the upanayana of your son when he is eight years old. He must then be put in a Veda class held for one hour in 
the evening after school hours. He must be taught the Vedas in this manner for ten years. 

This is the least Brahmins can do to preserve tradition. Arrangements to impart Vedic learning to children must 
be made in every Brahmin household. I know that there are not enough teachers, a sad reflection on the state of 
dharma. Considering this and the likely economic condition of parents I would suggest that Veda classes may be 
conducted for all children together of a locality or. neighbourhood. Children of poor families may be taught on a 
cooperative basis. 

Step by step in this ways the boys will be able to memorize 
the mantra partof the Vedas and also learn the prayoga to con-
duct rites like upakarma. I speak here about "prayoga", the con-
duct or procedure of rites, because in the absence of purohits
(priests) in the future everyone should be able to perform Vedic 
rites himself. 
The sound of the Vedas must pervade the world for all time to 
come. Everyone must sincerely work towards achieving this end. 
It is your duty to ensure the good not only of the Brahmin com-
munity, not only of all the castes of India, but of all the countless creatures of earth. It is a duty imposed on you 
by Isvara- it is a divine duty. 

It is important that we perform this duty we owe to the people of the present. But it is equally important that we 
perform it so as to be saved from committing a crime against future generations. "As it is nobody cares for the 
Vedas" you are likely to tell me. "Who is going to care for them in the coming years? What purpose is served by 
all the efforts we take now to keep up their study? " I do not share this view. When the wheel keeps turning, that 
part of it which is now down has necessarily to come up. Modern civilization with its frenzied pace is bound to 
have its fall after attaining its peak. We have been carried away by the supposed comforts made possible by ad-
vanced technology. But one day we will realise that they do not give us any felling of fullness and that we have 
indeed created only discomforts for ourselves through them. 

The example of America is enough to drive home this point. People there are believed to have attained the acme 
of luxury and yet fell empty within. They are anxious to dispel the disquiet created by modern comforts. Ameri-

http://www.kamakoti.org/hindudharma/part3/referp3.htm#VAIDIKAS
http://www.kamakoti.org/hindudharma/part3/referp3.htm#UPANAYANA
http://www.kamakoti.org/hindudharma/part3/referp3.htm#MANTRA PART
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cans who have some degree of awareness have been drawn towards Vedanta, yoga, devotional music and so on. 
Others want to forget sensual enjoyment somehow. They swallow all kinds of tranquilizers and are immersed in 
a deep stupor. 

This fate may overtake our country also. We are always tempted by the feeling that there is some worldly pleas-
ure yet to be savoured and we know no rest until we have done so. After draining pleasures to the dregs we will 
discover the impermanence of it all. That is the moment when we will turn to matters of the Self, to the quest of 
enduring bliss. When we realise the peace and harmony that society derived from Vedic practices, we will be 
keen to take to the path shown by them. If we of this generation create a break in the chain of Vedic study kept 
for ages, from generation to generation, we shall be committing the unforgivable crime of denying our descend-
ants the opportunity of learning the Vedas. 

"There are so many books dealing with the Vedic mantras and sacrifices, volume after volume produced by Indi-
an and foreign scholars, " the suggestions is likely to be made. "Surely future generations can read them and 
learn the Vedas thus. " 

Before I speak about this I have to answer important question, a question that goes to the very heart of the Vedic 
tradition. It is this: "What do you mean by saying that the sound of the Vedas protects the world" The mantras are 
certain sounds expressed in the form of words. These words have their own profound meaning. Could we not 
learn the mantras and their meaning from books? Why should 
there be a class of people specially devoted to the chanting of the 
Vedas? If the meaning of these scriptures is to be preserved there 
is no cause for worry since there are books too serve such a pur-
pose. There is no need for an exclusive caste functioning on a 
hereditary basis and charged with the duty of preserving these 
texts. But the question of the meaning of the Vedas apart, why 
should there be a class of people whose duty it is to chant the 
Vedic hymns preserve their sound in the form it has come to us 
from time immemorial? " This question must be answered. 

Vedic hymns and preserve their sound in the form it has come to us from time immemorial? " This question must 
be answered . 

Paramacharya’s — Divine Thoughts (Conti…5) 
 I am prone to come to the conclusion that there lives none without predominantly selfish motives. But with 

years rolling on, an impression, that too a superficial one, true to my nature, is dawning upon me that 
there breathe on this globe some souls firmly rooted in morals and ethics who live exclusively for others, 
voluntarily forsaking not only their material gains and comforts but also their own sadhana towards their 
spiritual improvements. 

 It is clear to us that there is birth and there is death. Passion is the cause of birth. Time is the cause of death. 
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What is created by passion is destroyed by time. If passion comes, the seed sprouts. If time comes, the tree 
dies. Kaalo Jagat Bhakshaka: Even the sun and the moon disintegrate when time comes. If there is no pas-
sion, there is no production. If there is no time then there is no destruction. Therefore we have to conquer 
Kaala and Kaama. Iswara burnt Kaama and kicked time. So if we go to Him, there is neither birth nor death 
for us. Let us therefore pay to the Universal Father and Mother.   
"Jagatha pitarau Vande Paarvati Parameswarau" 

 A master has two servants. One always flatters the master, the other just performs his duties without any 
love for the master. If the master is a fool, he would love the flattering servant. If the master is too clever, he 
will not love either the man working for wages or the flatterer. The master will love more the one who 
does his job as his own out of devotion. So is the case with the Good Master, God. 

 Why do we break coconut before Lord Ganesa's idol? He is the Son of Parameswara and asked His Father to 
sacrifice His head with three eyes because only then, he thought any effort would be crowned with success 
and without any obstacle. So, instead of the head with three eyes, we are breaking coconut which has three 
eyes. Ganesa is so powerful as to demand the head of his own father. Whatever is superior to everything 
else must be sacrificed to God. Symbolically, we are sacrificing the three - eyed coconuts created by God, as 
ordained by Him. When a sannyasin attains Siddhi, this is done. This practice is in vogue only in Tamil Na-
du. 

 Thinking that God is far away from you, you are wandering in search of Him. So long as you do not know, 
He is far away. Though you may wander, you cannot see Him, but he is 
near you. He is distant, yet near. The story of a girl wanting to marry the 
highest among men, a king, ended, after all the travels, in the discovery 
of an ordinary man her parents had already selected. The bridegroom 
was so near. She took a long route to arrive at a point so near. 

 We see our reflections in a mirror. In a row of mirrors, thousands of re-
flections are seen. It is only one person who sees all these reflections. The 
one who resides within us and who sees all this, is God. The seer is the 
cause of all the seen. That cause is knowledge which is the basis of this 
world. Where is that knowledge? Within you, what is macroscopic is 
microscopic in you. 

 Joy comes in the form of status, money, etc. comes from without. We feel isolated. But it is the smallest 
fragment of the great joy from within, which is Ananda. Paramatman, the ananda within is not worried 
whether any joy comes from outside and mixes with it or not. Waters enter into the sea, which though ever 
being full, is ever motionless. 
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 If we analyse the teachings of the Gita, there may appear to be many contradictory matters regarding 
bhakti, karma and jnana. But the Lord takes the devotee step by step. We must meditate on the form of God 
as described in the scriptures. This bhakti will enable us to understand the universal nature of God. Spir-
itual vision will then make it clear that God without form is the Supreme Reality, which hears without ears, 
moves without legs. To worship God at the initial stage, metaphysical knowledge is not necessary. The 
more and more we meditate, bhakti grows and we automatically realise the universal form. There is no 
distinction between the devotee and the object of devotion. 

Sourec:http://www.kamakoti.org/newlayout/template/hindudharma.html 

 

Nitya Smarana Sloka 

Sloka tWhile taking Medicine: 

 

Sharire jarjari bhute vyadhi graste kalevare| 

oushadham jaanhavi toyam vaidhyo naraayano Harihi|| 

 

Meaning 

The human body is affected by fevers,sickness and old age.Let the medicine I take possess the healing powers of the 
Jahnavi( River Ganga) and let the doctor be the Hari(God) himself. 

Significance of this Sloka- 

This prayer uttered while consuming medicine will strengthen the person’s belief in the medicine and the physi-
cian.Pshchologically,it will have a positive impact on the sick person and enable faster recovery. 
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Updates from Dec 2016 

 SCSGP Celebrated "23 rd ARADHANA MAHOTHAVAM OF  MAHASWAMI” ON Dec 25th  

Special pooja perfomed in peetam on the eva of sri mahaswigal aradhana. 

 

 

Chandi Homam  
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SCSGP Calendar — Jan 2017  (Pushya  Maasa 30/12/16 to 27/01/16) 

1. Jan  8th - Mukkoti or Vaikunta Yekadashi  

2. Jan 13th - Bhogi  

3. Jan 14th - Makarashankranti  

4. Jan 15th -  Kanuma  

5. Jan 16th - Sankastahara Chaturthi 

6. Jan 17th -  Tyagaraja Swami Aaradhana  

7. Jan 27th -  Pushya amavasya, Mouni amavasya, Gurji And Sri guru, Paramaguru  Deeksha Sweekara 
Utasvmulu in Peetam. Sri chakranavavarna pooja and Gurumandala Pooja . All wings to be Present for this 
function.  

 

SCSGP Calendar — Feb 2016  (Maagha maasa 28/1/17 to 26/2/2017)  

1. Jan 28th - Shyamala Naavaraathrulu 28/1/17 to 05/2/17 Vishesha Shyamala Devi poojalu, Sri chakra                       
  AAvarana poojalu in peetam.  

2. Feb 1st - Vasantha panchami  

3. Feb 2nd - Skandasasti  

4. Feb 3rd - Rathasapathami  

5. Feb  10th -  Magha pournami, Srichkra naavavarana Pooja  

6. Feb 12th -  Khumba Sankramanam, Punya Kaalam 12.21 to 6-05 PM   

7. Feb 14th -  Sankastahara Chaturthi 

8. Feb 24th -  Maha shivaraathi, chatur yaama pooja  

9. Feb 26th -  Magha amavsya  
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 Pusya maasa  

 పుష్య మాస్ాం స్ాంవతసరాంలో పదవమాస్ాం. ఈమాస్ాంలో గ్ృహ్నిరరిణాం చేస్తత  చోరభయాం అని మృతుయపురరణాం 
పతరకునిాంది.ప్ౌరణమి రోజున పుష్య నక్షతాిం వస్ుత ాంది క్రబటిి  పుష్యమాస్ాం.  
మాస్ాంలో విశిషి్తలు : 
పుష్య శుదధ  ష్షిఠ : దీనినే కుమార ష్షిఠ  అాంటారు. ఈ రోజున స్ుబమిణయసరిమిని పూజాంచుట చనలా విశేష్ాం.  
 పుష్య శుదధ  అషి్మి : శరకాంబర్ వతిాం ( బనశ్ాంకర్ వతిాం) ప్రిరాంభాం..  
పుష్య శుదధ  ఏక్రదశి : ర ైవతమననయది ప్రిరాంభమయిన రోజు.  
పుష్య పూర్ణమ:  బనశ్ాంకర్ వతిాం మర్యు  శరక్రాంబరీ పూర్ణమ అాంటారు. తమిళ దేశ్ాంలో త ైపూస్ాం అని అతయాంత వ్ ైభవాంగర 
చేసరత రు.  
పుష్య బహ్ుళ ఏక్రదశి : ష్ట్ త్రత ైక్రదశి అాంటారు  
                                 1. సరానాంలో  
                                 2. నువుిలను నూర్ పూస్ుక్ోవ్రలి 
                                 3.నువుిలను త్రనుట  
                                 4.తనిగేనీటిలో  
                                 5. గ్ురువులకు బాిహ్ిణులకు దననాం  
                                 6. త్రల తరపణాం  
పుష్య అమావ్రస్య : దీనినే చకలల ాంగ్ అమావ్రస్య అాంటారు.   
 
ఈమాస్ాంలో వచేు అత్ర పధి్నన పాండుగ్లు: 
వ్ ైకుాంఠ ఏక్రదశి (ముక్ోుటి ఏక్రదశి):  ఈననడు వ్ ైకాంఠ దనిరరలు త రుసరత యని, పుణనయతుిలు అపుపడు పవి్ేశిసరత రని పూరిాం 
నుాండి నననుడి. శ్రమిననారరయణుడు 3క్ోటల మాంది దేవతలతో భూలోక్రనిక్ర ఈరోజున వచనుడని దీనిని ముక్ోుటి ఏక్రదశి 
అాంటారు.  
భోగ్: ఈ పాండుగ్ దక్షిణనయనననిక్ర ఆఖ్ర్రోజు. ధ్నురరిసరనిక్ర చివర్ రోజు.  
వయవసరయదనరులకు వయవసరయపనులు తగ్ి  స్ుఖ్ాంగర క్రలక్షేపాం చేయడననిక్ర క్రవలస్ిన విశరిాంత్ర దొ రుకుతుాంది. చేత్రక్ర అాందిన 
పాంటను  
భోగ్భాగరయలు అనుభవిాంచడననిక్ర వీలు కలిగ్ాంచే పాండుగ్ క్రబటిి  భోగ్పాండుగ్ అాంటారు.  
ఈరోజున త లల వ్రరుజామున లేచి తలాంటుపో్ స్ి, భోగ్పళళు ఇసరత రు (చినాపిలల లకు) (రేగ్ు పళళు,పెైస్లు, 
చ రుకుముకులు,బాంత్రపూలు) క్ నిా ప్రిాంతనలలో ఇాంటిలోని ప్రతవాంతన స్రుకును బయటవ్ేస్ి ధ్నురరిస్ాంలో 30రోజులు పెటిిన 
గకబ్బిపిడకలను కలిపి మాంటవ్ేస్త ఆచనరాం ఉాంది.   
మకర స్ాంక్రిాంత్ర: ఈరోజున మకర స్ాంకమిణాం జర్గేరోజు. ఉతత రరయణ పుణయక్రలాం ప్రిరాంభాం. ఈరోజునుాంచి దేవకరిలకు అరహమ ైన 
క్రలాం. 
ఆాంధ్ని,కరరణ టక మర్యు తమిళ దేశరలలో ఇాంటిముాందు కళ్ళుపి చలిల ముగ్ుి లు వే్స్ి, గకబ్బిళళుపెటిి  ఇాంటిలో అభయాంగ్న సరానాం 
నూతన వసరత ా లు, బొ మిల క్ లువు, హ్ర్దనస్ులు, గ్ాంగ్ర దుు లు పూర్తగర వరణభర్తమ ైన పాండుగ్ ఇది. 
కనుమ : ఈరోజు పశుపూజ, పనుల పాండుగ్.  
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Vaikunta Ekadasi / Mukkoti Ekadasi  

Vaikunta Ekadasi, also popular as Mukkoti Ekadasi has a 
special significance in the Hindu traditions and is one of 
the best days to pray to Lord Vishnu. The Dhanurmaasa 
Sukla Paksha Ekadasi day is considered as the Vaikunta 
Ekadasi day. 

Ekadasi's of the year 

Ekadasi is the eleventh day in both the halves of the lu-
nar month - Sukla Paksha and Krishna Paksha. Ekadasi 
falls two times in a month once in Sukla Paksham and 
later in Bhaula Paksham. So, for the 12-month year, 
there will be approximately 24 Ekadasis occuring. Puranas say that these days are auspicious and are some of the 
best days to pray to get the blessings of Vishnu. 

Each of the Ekadasi day has a distinct name. The 24 Ekadasi days are: Kamadhaikadasi, Varoodhinai Ekadasi, 
Mohonaiekadasai, Aparaikadasi, Nirjalaiekadasi, Yoginaiekadasi, Sayaniekadasi, Kamikaiekadasi, Putradaieka-
dasi, Ajaikadasai, Parivarthanikadasi, Indraikadasi, Suklapakshaikadasi, Ramaikadasi, Prabhodhinaikadasi, 
Mokadaikadasi, Safalaikadasi, Putradaikadasi, Shatilaikadasi, Jayaikadasi, Vajaikadasi, Amalaikadasi are termed 
as auspicious ones. 

Out of all, Ashada sudda ekadasi is very important one and this is called as Pradaikadasi. Ashada sudhha ekadasi 
to Kartika sudda ekadasi is called as Chaturmasam and after that, the Mukkoti Ekadasi is very important. The 
Ekadasi in Mrugasira Sukla Paksh is known as Vaikunta Ekadasi. 

Vaikunta 

Vaikunta (or Vaikuntam as it is spelt in Telugu), is the abode of the Lord Vishnu. The Lord sleeps on a three-
folded serpent called Sesha Nagu. Many Indian mythological pictures and paintings depict Vaikunta with the 
picture of the Lord on Sesha Nagu in the Kshira Sagar (the Ocean of Milk), his consort Lakshmi at his feet and 
Lord Brahma sitting on a lotus that emerges from the navel of the Lord. One of the main doors i.e., Vaikunta 
dwara which is normally kept closed throughout the year is thrown open only on the day. Devotees believe that 
taking the darshan of the Lord on this day would pass through the door of the Lord to reach the Vaikunta. 

Putrada Ekadashi 

The Vaikunta Ekadashi day is also called as Putrada Ekadashi / Putratai Ekadasi. Scriptures say that devotees who 
are issueless (childless) praying to Lord Vishnu and fasting on this day will be blessed with an offspring. Hence 
the fast of this day is the begetter of offspring. 

The Legend of King Suketu 

http://www.astrologyforu.com/gods/vishnu.php
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King Suketu is the ruler of the city of Bhadravati. Shaivya is his wife. The couple are childless. Unhappy and sad 
with this, the couple decided to leave their kingdom and go into the forests. The royal couple hands over the af-
fairs of the kingdom to a trusted minister and leaves to the forest. At one point of time, they even consider com-
mitting suicide but they withdraws back thinking it to be a cowardice act. One day, the couple hears vedic 
chants and moves towards the direction. They see few sages praying to Lord Vishnu on the bank of a lotus pond. 
After the recital, the couple gets to know about the Putrada Ekadashi fast and upon observing it with utmost de-
votion, they are blessed with a son. 

Ekadasi of Mrugasira Sukla Paksh 

During this month, Sun transits through Dhannus Rasi. Ancient texts recommend that the mornings in this 
month are ideal for worship of the Lord Vishnu. People fast during the entire day and offer prayers to him. Gift-
ing a copy of Bhagavad Gita to a deserving person on this day is bestowed profuse blessings by Lord Krishna. 

This auspicious day is more popular as the Guruvayour Ekadasi in Tamil Nadu. Special festival celebrations mark 
the day at the Sri Ranganathaswamy Temple of Srirangam. Special celebrations are be earmarked for 21 days 
starting ten days prior to Vaikunta Ekadasi and ending ten days after the Ekadasi at the Lord Ranganatha temple 
at Srisailam. Traditional and spiritual programs will also be held at Tirumala. 

Vaikunta Ekadasi/Mukkoti Ekadasi/Swarga Dwaram, devotees celebrate the festival with utmost faith in Vaish-
nava temples across the country. Every year, in Dhanurmasam, Ekadasi that falls well before Sukla Paksha 
Poornima is celebrated as Vaikunta Ekadasi. Sri Mahavishnu along with Sri Devi and Bhoo Devi, arrives on 
Garuda vahanam on North entrance and three crore devatas visits swamy and that is the reason this Ekadasi is 
called as Mukkoti Ekadasi according to texts. In all vaishnava temples, the northern doors remains open on this 
day and it is on this day, devotees visit the Lord through this northen entrance. 

In Andhra Pradesh, in Tirupati, Bhadrachalam and the temple Sri Rangam in Tamil Nadu and other Vaishnava 
temples, the day is celebrated with utmost faith and devotion. Ekadasi Upavasa thithi is the swaroopa of Lord 
Vishnu. 

On this day, devotees observe strict fast. On devotees should not food on the night of Dasami day and have to 
take food only before dwadasi ghadiyas goes. Now-a-days, doctors too says that this type of fasting is good for 
health. 

Devotees offer prayers to Lord Vishnu on this very auspicious day. They pray to Lord with Tulasi leaves and offer 
payasam, green fruits and sweets as Naivadyam. They recite Sri Vishnu Sahasranamam, Vishnu Puranam and 
Narayana Kavacham. Devotees recite Ashtakashari mantra, the Narayana Mantra, Om Namo Narayanaya. 

Source: http://www.astrologyforu.com/others/events/vaikunta-ekadasi.php 
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Sloka to chant on the Vaikunta Ekadasi / Mukkoti Ekadasi  

सशङ्खचकं्र सकिरीटिुण्डल ंसपीतवस्त्र ंसरसीरुहेक्षणम ्। 
सहारवक्षस्त्स्त्र्थलशोभििौस्त्तुिं नमाभम ववषणंु भशरसा चतुिुजुम ्॥ 
Sa-Shangkha-Cakram Sa-Kiriitta-Kunnddalam Sa-Piita-Vastram Sarasiiruhe[a-Ii]kssannam | 
Sa-Haara-Vakssas-Sthala-Shobhi-Kaustubham Namaami Vissnnum Shirasaa Catur-Bhujam || 
 
Meaning: 

 

1: (Salutations to Sri Vishnu) Who is holding the Shankha (Conch) and Chakra (Discus) (on His Hands), and 
Who is adorned with (Shining) Diadem and Ear-Rings; (Whose Beautiful Form is decorated) with Yellow Gar-
ments and (Who is bestowing Grace with His) Lotus-like Eyes, 
2: Whose Chest is adorned with a Garland with the (Radiant) Kaustubha Gem; (I look with wonder at the) Four-
Armed Form of Sri Vishnu and Bow my Head before Him. 

Contact Us: 

SCSGP,        Visit our website: www.srignanapeetam.org 

#4-75, Behind 1st road,     Twitter handle: @scsgpatp 

Georgepet, Anantapur, Andhra Pradesh,   Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/srignanapeetam/ 

India - 515001. 
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